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Introduction

Introduction

This rapport is the second part of the project, please read the first part to understand all concepts treated.

The  Virtual  Manufacturing  research  group  at  Engineer  Science  of  University  West  in  Trollättan  has 
developed a general virtual manufacturing concept for industrial Control System. The aim of this concept is 
to create a virtual manufacturing model controlled by the same control program than the real machine. 
The sheet metal press line of Volvo Cars Manufacturing in Göteborg, Sweden, has been chosen to test and 
validated the SDSP architecture concept. The press line is composed of five press stations and nine robots, 
but for a computation possibility only one press and fourteen parameters have been remained. The purpose of 
this  project  is  to  implement  the  DIRECT method  to  optimised  these  parameters  in  order  to  reach  goal 
production.

During  the  first  part  of  this  project  a  version  of  DIRECT method  has  been  implemented  to  handle  two 
dimensional problem. DIRECT is composed of in two mains process : the selecting process and the dividing 
process. The selecting process have been successfully debug and tested. It works properly and doesn't need 
any change for an high dimensional application. Dividing process has been implemented to handle the two 
dimensional case. It has to be entirely rewrite in order to obtain a flexible code able to work in a search space 
of 1, 2, 3, 10, 14 or whatever dimension. A first tests with the banana function have been successfully made 
but other test have been needed to validate the code.

News tests are made to definitively validated this first code version. Five tests fonctions have been chosen in 
order to browse all difficulties that DIRECT can encounter. The aim of these tests is also to draw the behaviour 
of DIRECT searching toward different search space characteristics.

DIRECT code has been implemented in the  PressOpt optimisation software. A first work had been made to 
construct a code frame as compatible as possible with the PressOpt code. 

The second aim is to implement a new code version able to handle an optimisation setting whatever the 
number of dimension. The original publication doesn't detail so much the description of the dividing process 
in high dimension.  Furthermore the strategy explained is  based on a tree data storage which involves a 
completely different implementation way. Accordingly, the dividing process has been entirely rethink.

Finally,  ten  parameter's  running  in  Virtual  Manufacturing  system is  done  and  results  highlight  DIRECT 
defaults which will be fixed.

First, I am going to explain all tests case which have been done with the “visual” version. Since these tests, 
main  characteristics  of  DIRECT behaviour  are  highlighted.  After  the  implementation  in  PressOpt, a  first 
comparison with existing optimisation results is done.

Secondly, I will make a description of the DIRECT dividing process in a search space of several dimensions 
and adaptations made.

Then, results obtained during a ten parameters real run will be introduce.

At last, I will describe further needed code improvements and interesting ways to explore.
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 I. Testing of DIRECT algorithm implementation

 1. Introduction
To confirm the implementation of DIRECT method, we can compare experimental results with results from the 
original publication [DIR01].

Jones, Perttunen and Stuckman had proofed the DIRECT algorithm with nine standards tests functions. These 
functions are currently used to test optimization algorithms.

The testing is focus on six tests functions. The banana function in 2D and in 10D, Branin RCOS, Goldstein 
and Price,  Six-Hump Camel and Two-Dimensional  Shubert.  I  consider that  these six tests  functions are 
enough to make a good description of the behaviour of  DIRECT method. Each one has different interesting 
particularities and present different level of difficulties.

In all functions description below the search space used is the usually search space used for each function i.e. 
an area which contains all local and global minimums. We make the assumption that authors have been taken 
quiet similar search space.

 2. Behaviour on five test functions
Note that a Global Minimum (note GM) is also a Local Minimum (note LM). S is a set of ℝ2 . Take care 
that figures below don't represented exactly the functions but suitable functions which enable to see easily all 
GM and LM.

 2.1. Banana function
First banana function has been selected. It is a really tricky function for derivatives algorithms. They are 
trapped in the valley and they hardly reach the GM. This function is really interesting to begin : it has one 
GM and it can be easily extend to several dimension.

Expression [WIKI05]: banana x , y =1− x2100  y−x22

5

Figure 1: key characteristics of the test functions [DIR01]
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f x , y =log10 banana x , y 
S=[-5,10]*[-5,10]
1 LM
1 GM : (1,1)

f min =0

The figure above represents the banana function with a logarithm scale for Z axis. The GM value is zero and 
it attains in coordinates (1,1).

6

Figure 3: DIRECT process until the tenth iteration

Figure 2: 3D view of Banana function
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The Figure 3 allows to follows the DIRECT sampling process. Three iterations have been selected : iteration 
6,8 and 10. Interesting events happen during these three iterations.

After six iterations DIRECT seems to have identified the interesting area around the valley but it has not find 
the basin of convergence yet.

After  the  iterations  eight  the  basin of  convergence has  been found but  at  that  moment  there  are  lot  of 
unexplored territory thus, if the function is unknown, we can say that there is a good probability to have an 
other basin of convergence elsewhere.

After tenth iteration  DIRECT closely converges toward the minimum value. In a same time, it get on with 
exploring of search space and it samples news points in all  unexplored search space. It  is result  a quiet 
regularly grid of the search space.

This first example illustrates the good global search behaviour of DIRECT algorithm.

 2.2. Branin function

This function has three GM and no local minimum. It is interesting to see how DIRECT succeed to find each 
minimum and it is succeed to find the 3 GM then it already converges toward one GM.

Expression [OPT04] : braninx , y =y− 5x2

42
3x


−6
2

10.1− 1
8

 .cos x 10

f x , y =−1∗log10 branin x , y
S=[0,15]*[-5,10]
3 LM
3 GM : (-pi, 12.275), (pi, 2.275), 

(9.42478, 2.475)
f min = 0.397887.

As we see in the Figure 4 GM are really distinct and contract, no valley or some think like that.
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Figure 4: 3D view of Branin function
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The Figure 5 illustrates the sampling behaviour of DIRECT algorithm apllys on the Branin function. After only 
45 evaluations a first basin of convergence is reached. The search space is not yet fine explorated but luckily 
a point has been sampled nearby the best area of the second basin of convergence.

In the iteration 10, the second basin of convergence is reached, in the same time the search space is more fine 
explorated and the minimum value has been improved.

Finaly after seventeen iterations all basins of convergence are found and the minimum value is reached. 215 
evaluations have been made.

In this test case, no many evaluations have been wast to explore uninteresting areas of the search space. The 
convergence is quiet fast and the resultat shows a good local searching. These characteristics are specifics to 
the Branin function but theirs show that  DIRECT algorithm can have a good local searching when basin of 
convergence are not so large.

 2.3. Goldenstein and Price function
Goldenstein & Price function has the particularity to have four LM but  only one GM. This function is 
interesting to see if  DIRECT algorithm is trapped in a local LM and waste many evaluations or if its global 
searching behaviour is enough strong to quickly find the global basin of convergence.

8

Figure 5: DIRECT sampling apply on Branin function
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Expression [OPT05]:
GP  x , y=1x y12∗19−14∗x3∗x2−14∗y6∗x∗y3∗y2

∗302∗x−3∗y 2∗18−32∗x12∗x248∗x−36∗x∗ y27∗y2

f x , y =−1∗log10 GP x , y
S=[-2,2]*[-2,2]
4 LM
1 GM : (0,1)

f min =3

As we can see in Figure 6, this function has a hilly shape with many valleys. As much trap for optimisation 
algorithm.

The Figure 7 displays only the DIRECT sampling after 11 iterations because of the good result of this test. 101 
evaluations have been made. DIRECT algorithm has been converged toward the GM. No others LM have been 
found. So DIRECT has not been trapped in a local basin of convergence, it directly converges toward the GM. 
This test case highlights the importance of interval's bounds. Indeed bounds values specify coordinates of 
sampling points. On the one hand, if one sampling coordinate is nearby a GM the speed of convergence is 
speed up. On the other hand if one sampling coordinate is nearby a LM many evaluations could be wasted 
and the speed of convergence could be low.

9

Figure 6: 3D view of Goldenstein & Price function

Figure 7: Goldenstein & Price sampling after 11 
iteration, 101 eval. and fmin=3.00
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 2.4. Six Hump Camel function
This  test  function  combines  specificities  of  the  two  previous  tests  functions.  Indeed  Six-Hump  Camel 
function has 2 GM but also 4 others LM.

Expression [OPT03] : Camel x , y =4−2,1∗x2x4/3∗x2x∗y−44∗y2∗y2

f x , y =−1∗log10 camel x , y 2
S=[-2,2]*[-3,3]
6 LM
2 GM : (-0.0898,0.7126) , (0.0898,-0.7126)

f min =-1.0316

In the Figure 8 we can see that the basins of convergence has central symmetric with the middle of search 
space. The two GM appear in dark red peaks in the center. 

Figure 10: DIRECT on S-H Camel, iteration 13

The  Figure  9 shows the  DIRECT sampling after  five  iterations.  35  evaluations  have  been made  and the 
minimum value reached is -0.911. Only one global basin of convergence has been clearly found.

The Figure 10 shows the DIRECT sampling after thirteen iterations. 127 evaluations have been made and the 
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Figure 8: 3D view of Six Hump Camel function

Figure 9: DIRECT on S-H Camel, iteration 5
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minimum value reached is -1.027. At that moment DIRECT begins its local convergence toward the two GM.

This test case highlights the reason of the bad behaviour of  DIRECT algorithm in the local search. In the 
Figure 9, white points stand for GM. The upper basin of convergence has been found. The point with the 
minimum value is in the white square but not the GM which is in the upper area. This area contains the 
minimum value although its center point is not the best value. This situation leads DIRECT to divide more and 
more the white square without never reached the minimum value. We have to wait than the upper area is 
selected to reach the GM. Paradoxically, it is the global search which help the local search to make local 
searching. The  Figure 10 confirms these deductions. If we look at the same white area of the Figure 9, we 
see than this area is full of sampling points but the upper area has also been divided and sample in its bottom. 
Therefore, to  improve the minimum value we have to wait than the upper area is selected. We don't have this 
problem with the second GM because it is contained by in a area with a quiet good center value.

 2.5. Shubert function

Expression [OPT02] : shubert x , y =∑i=1

i=5

i.cosi1. xi ×∑i=1

i=5

i.cos[ i1. yi ]

f x , y =shubert x , y 
S=[-10,10]*[-10,10]
760 LM
18 GM
f_min=-186.7309.

This  function is  tricky for  optimisation algorithms.  It  has  many local  and global  minimum.  It  is  really 
difficult to find all GM and not only one. For each of nine “peak's area” we have tow GM and one maximum. 
Between them lots of LM take place. The slope of sides of “minimum peaks” is very high therefore the local 
search are not solicited in this test case, only the global search enable to find GM.

11

Figure 11: 3D view of Shubert function
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The Figure 12 shows the sampling spreading after the iteration 100 and the iteration 300. The graph of the 
iteration 800 is not really readable because of the high number of points but results have been reported. The 
number of LM and GM have been obtained by graphical count. These values are just an average to give us 
an idea of the performance of DIRECT method.

With these 2D views, we can easily differentiate the geography of the function. GM are blues points (or 
darkness points) in the bottom and in the left of each “minimum peak”.

After 100 iterations no GM have been found but many points begin to be very close to minimums. The 
sampling spreading are quiet good and no space are neglected.

After  300  iterations,  the  sampling  mesh  become  really  tighten.  This  mesh  evolution  illustrates  the 
convergence proof of  DIRECT algorithm, whatever the number of needed iteration all the GM must be found. 
4 GM have been found and 58 LM.

After 800 iterations we don't have any improvements of the GM number found, but many news LM have 
been found. It carrys on the exploration of the search space.

To conclude, interval's bounds have a great effect on DIRECT algorithm performances much as the size of the 
search space. Indeed with a bigger search space the convergence speed could be speed up. This observation 
will be developed in more details during the next paragraph (§3p14). DIRECT never stays trapped in a local 
basin of convergence thanks to its very good behaviour on global search. The local search with functions 
which have a flat and large basin of convergence is not competitive but with functions which have contract 
basin of convergence this bad characteristic doesn't have much effects on performance.

12

Figure 12: DIRECT process apply to Shubert function
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 3. Comparison with original implementation
In  the  original  report,  the  performance  of  DIRECT algorithm  is  compared  with  eighteen  optimisation 
algorithms. For more informations about these algorithms please see [DIR01] p174/179. Firstly we focus on 
theirs and secondly we compare these results with the performance of our implementation.

To enable the comparison between algorithms we have to make clear the definition of convergence. For 
DIRECT, since we use standard functions, the value of each GM is known. We can define the convergence in 
term of percent from the best value found and the true global minimum value. 

(1)

This definition have been also apply to the eighteen optimization methods with an error <0,01%. This set of 
method is composed of representative methods of the different optimization's type (simulated annealing type, 
multi-start method, local optimizer, mix type between local optimization phase and tunnelling phase, and 
Bayesian sampling variety).

In the table above, two “percent of error” have been used for DIRECT, 1% and 0,01%. The caption (b) is not 
really clear. Indeed we don't know if methods have not been applied or they cannot be applied. 
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Figure 13: number of function evaluations in various methods compared to DIRECT [DIR04]

Percent error=
100.  f min – f global

∣ f global∣
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DIRECT converges to a GM in all test case and it never be lock in the local basin of convergence. Only two 
functions have better evaluation's cost in three tests cases : Perttunen-Stuckman and Perttunen. But this two 
functions have features that make them less attractive in practical settings. Perttunen-Stuckman need to used 
an additional local optimizer and Perttunen method is extremely CPU intensive. Others methods require the 
objective function to be differentiable (Boender et al, Snyman-Fatti) so not applicable in VM.

To make short  DIRECT method is the most competitive if we take a look at the evaluation cost and setting 
simplicity. DIRECT method is also the best in CPU cost in all test case. [DIR01] p178

To compare, test and validate our implementation, it has been run with the four tests functions describe in the 
previous paragraph and with an error <1 %.

Tests functions Branin Goldenstein & Price Six Hump Camel Shubert

Minimum wanted with 1% 
of error 0,40186 3,03 -1,02128 -184,8811

Original implementation 63 101 113 2883

New implementation 67 101 113 1947

The second line contains wanted values. A minimum is reached when an implementation has found a better 
value than these contained in the second line. The third and the forth line contain the number of evaluation 
that the implementation need to reach the goal value. “Original implementation” names the implementation 
made in [DIR01] and “New implementation” names the implementation developed during this project.

For Branin, Goldenstein & Price and Six Hump-Camel results are similar. But for Shubert function a great 
difference appear. Search space used is maybe not exactly similar. Indeed, Shubert has others LM and GM 
outside of used search space. As me see previously (§2.5p12), search space's bounds have a great effect on 
the algorithm performance. Indeed, coordinates of evaluated points depend on them. If bounds are made 
such as  the  basin of  convergence of  the  function is  nearby sampled coordinates  (i.e.  if  its  normalized 
coordinates are multiples of 3−k with k∈ℕ with a low value of k), the convergence speed is really speed 
up. The convergence speed is not link with the size of the search space but with bounds values. For instance, 
by changing the search space of Six Hump-Camel from [-2;2]*[-3;3] to [-3;3]*[-3;3], the number of needed 
evaluation is decrease by more than 40%.

So with these results is not possible to conclude that our implementation is a perfect clone of the original 
implementation, because of the bad knowledge of searches spaces and the difference of evaluation number 
with the Shubert function. But it  presents good performances in the four first  test  case which allows to 
conclude to the good functioning of our implementation.

All of the function's code have been testing one by one and all the code seem to work well. So, had regards 
on all the results, the Visual implementation can be now validated.

Furthermore this testing part give lot of data which can be used to describe the improvement of  DIRECT 
search along iterations. The study of these data should be very interesting. Indeed in the original publication 
no study has been dedicated on the development of a tool to predict if, after many iterations, DIRECT can have 
already a luck to find a better minimum value. This study will be develop in last part of this report.

14
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 4. Comparison with the Screening results in a real run
With the Screening method many experimentations have been already done in the actual case of a sheet 
metal press line. One of them focus on the relation between the parameter P4 and P8. These two parameters 
name the home position and the release unloader position. Please see Annexe A for a great parameter's 
description. Screening method can be used to build representation of the search space. In this experiment 91 
points have been homogeneously sampled. By drawing lines between them we have some quiet flat rhombus 
surfaces  witch give us  the  idea of  the  general  land-survey of  the  function.  DIRECT has  been  made  113 
evaluations.

The Figure 14 mix results of screening method (rhombus surface) and results of DIRECT method (circle and 
star points).

For the screening method, only no-collision points have been taken. Collision area is not drawn, it is in the 
top left corner where star points take place. The production rate grows up quiet regularly with the increasing 
of the parameter P4 and P8 until a flat area. After this flat area we have collisions. The borderline between 
collisions points and no collisions points is uncleared. It is not very well because we can easily assume that 
best  points are nearby collisions points.  As a result  this  figure highlight  some defaults  of  the screening 
method especially in the bad exploration of the most promising area.

Each  point  sampled  by  DIRECT method  are  also  displayed  in  the  figure  above.  Black  circle  points  are 
“normal” sampled points and star red points stand for collision points.

All  DIRECT's  points follow the screening surface thus our implementation evaluates goods coordinates in 
goods places. Furthermore the best area has been more sampled so  DIRECT method has been succeed to 
identify and put more emphasis toward the basin of convergence. It has a right “view” of the search space 
and seems to work well.

15

Figure 14: Screening method and DIRECT method
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The Figure 15 give a general survey of DIRECT sampling. Coordinates take reals values in this figure. Indeed 
the coordinates before the integer translation have been taken.

Instead  of  the  screening  method,  DIRECT doesn't  work  with  a  regular  mesh.  That's  why points  are  not 
regularly  spread  which  enable  to  put  more  emphasis  on  the  local  search  around  most  promising  area. 
Therefore we can identify a belt area nearby the collision area which seems to be the best area. Indeed the 
space  nearby the  borderline  is  more  sampled  which  means  that  DIRECT considers  this  space  as  a  very 
promising space. This remark highlights the need to put more emphasis on collision's borderline exploration.

Beside the promising belt the search has been quite homogeneously sampling.

In the Figure 16, for a better view the default value of collisions point are set to 12,25. An interpolation of 
the surface has been made from the set of DIRECT sampling points. It is result a better approximation of the 
real function's surface. It is appeared that the surface is not flat but dented and the border of hight flat part is 
not strength.

16

Figure 15: Sampling view

Figure 17: interpolation of production rate with DIRECT 
method in 2D

Figure 16: interpolation of production rate with DIRECT 
method in 3D
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The Figure 17 give a better survey of the search space. We also see that better area (red or shade area in the 
middle) is close to collision area (star points) but the borderline exploration is not equally made. For instance 
a large unexplored space takes place in the top right corner. The convergence of  DIRECT has been proved 
[DIR06] thus the best value must be found but we need to increase the speed of convergence which involve 
to explore and to define more precisely the collision's borderline.

This  part  finish  the  set  of  tests  made  on  the  DIRECT implementation  in  PressOpt software.  Others 
verifications, which are not described in this paper, have been already done. They focus on dividing process 
and sampling process. They have been fine. Therefore, with today's results we can say that the  PressOpt 
implementation of DIRECT method in two dimension work well.
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 II. DIRECT algorithm in n dimensions

Introduction
The two-dimensional case developed in the first part has been a good issue to beginning and to understand 
the DIRECT process. But two dimensions are not enough and acceptable for a good optimisation in the Virtual 
Manufacturing application. We need to optimise at least ten parameters in a same time.

The  dividing  strategy,  built  previously,  treats  each  area's  case  singly.  It  is  not  commutable  to  the  high 
dimension searching for many reasons. First we don't know exactly the shape of geometrical entities in 10D 
(and especially we can't think them) and secondly this strategy involves a specific implementation in each 
dimension thus increases the number of code's lines.

The only way to succeed in the extension of the  DIRECT algorithm in high dimension is to build a general 
implementation from the three-dimensional case. An implementation which enable the extension in high 
dimension thanks to an adjustment of the number of dimension. The three-dimensional case is the best issue 
to build this dividing process because in 3D we handle same problems met in higher dimension and it is also 
the last dimension which enable to clearly follows the process.

Following abbreviations are adopted : HR name an Hyper-Rectangle and HC name an Hyper-Cube 

Remark:

Note that a cube is a rectangle with specific properties (all side equals or diagonals which cut themselves in 
the middle etc) so in hight dimension an HC is also an HR with specific properties. A cube is an 3D HC.

 1. Theoretical description
According to [DIR07] p169/170 following rules have been adopted for dividing process.

18
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Step 1 : Sampling process

The sampling process follows exactly the same strategy than in two dimensions [MEC01] p27. We start by 
sampling  points  along  each  dimension  such  as c± e i , i=1,... , n where  c  is  the  center  point  of  the 
hypercube,  is one-third the side length of the hypercube, and e i is the ith unit vector. As a result we have 
two sampling points per dimension. In the figure above we have 6 news points for the cube. Lengths cube are 
initially of l 0×l 0×l 0 .

Step 2 : Dividing of the l 0×l 0×l 0 HC

The 2D dividing strategy [MEC01] is conserved i.e. we begin to split along the dimension with the minimum 
value in order to put the minimum value in the biggest area therefore to favour local search. So the point with 
the minimum value has been selected (this point is displayed by crossed circle) it has been sampled by a 
translation along e1 . Therefore the cube is split in three along e1 . As a result three l 0×l 0/3× l0 HR are 
obtained. The first  contains the best  value,  the third contains the other point sampled along e1 and the 
second contains all remaining sampled points.

Step 3 : Dividing of the l 0×l 0/3× l0 HR

As in the previous step, the minimum value is selected. It has for coordinates c− e0 and finally the HR is 
split along e0 . As a result, three news l 0/3×l 0/3×l0 HR are created. The middle one is not good yet. It 
needs once more splitting.

19

Figure 18: dividing process in 3D
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Step 4 : Dividing of l 0/3×l 0/3×l0 HR

In this step, there is one way to split the HR : along the vector e2 . Indeed others lengths are already equals 
to the minimum length. Finally three l 0/3×l0/3×l0 /3 HC are obtained.

To sum up : once the initial HC has been divided, subregions are HR. In dividing such HR, we only 
consider  longs  dimensions.  We  choose  the  dimension  to  split  in  all  possibilities  thanks  to 
evaluations values. And so on, until all longs dimensions are split. In the case of an initial HR in the 
beginning, we sample two points along each long dimension and start the dividing process from the 
step 3 for an l 0×l 0/3×l0 HR an from step 4 for l 0/3×l 0/3×l0 HR.
The choice  to  split  only along longs  dimensions  enable  to  fix  the  number  of  subregions  in  the  set  of 
geometrical entities. Therefore subregions don't degenerated along iterations like in the simplex method.

This original description of the divided process is, unfortunately, not compatible with our implementation 
choice. We need to adapted and modify it in the manner to make it possible to implement.

 2. Implementation's view of DIRECT algorithm
To implement the dividing process we have to translate the strategy above in properly way. The description 
below is based on the previous implementation's choices [MEC01] p39. To remind, each HR are defined by 
coordinates of the center point, side's length and evaluation value. According to [DIR01] p172, there is an 
other way to manage the set of HR : tree architecture. Each time a rectangle is divided, sub-rectangles can be 
considered child rectangles of the original parent rectangles. With this strategy only evaluations values are 
stored and the storage requirement become independent of the number of dimensions. Thanks to the position 
of  an  evaluation  value  in  the  tree  we  can  reconstructed  the  center  point  and  all  side's  lengths.  This 
implementation strategy could involve very good computing cost and few memory requirement but in our 
application it doesn't take any sense to focus on theirs because the cost of the DIRECT code is neglected by 
comparison with one simulation cost (which take 10 minutes to be done). Furthermore the memory available 
is large and during a run the set of sampled points could never exceed many thousand of points. So I choose 
to stay with the same implementation's strategy. It is the most natural way to implement, and, in the sequel, it 
should  be  easier  to  make  code's  adaptations  and  modifications  to  treat  particularities  of  Virtual 
Manufacturing.

To make a good and flexible code we have to change our view of the dividing process and to think not in 
dimension to divided but in a set of HR to fill in with sampled points.

An HR is divided in order to put all new sampled points in the center of smaller subregions. In that way we 
have to choice between a set of geometrical entities to put a point in.

Remark: In the following, the term “point” means center coordinates plus evaluation value and “HR” means 
point plus all side's length. Mother HR designed the HR which contains the initial point from which news 
points are sampled. The mother point stands for a white circle and sampled point by black circle in figures.
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The  Figure  19 shows the  set  of  the  geometrical  entities  in  the  three  different  case  meet  in  the  three-
dimensional case.

In the left column, there are the three different types of HR met in 3D. You can divided an HC or an HR with 
a size of l∗l∗l /3 or l∗l /3∗l /3 . For a cube seven HR are generated whose three HC, for the big HR 
five whose three HC and for the smaller only three HC. As we see previously, the handle of sampled point is 
managed by minimum values along each dimension. The mother point, whatever the size of the initial HR 
associated, becomes in the process end the center of a cube.
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Figure 19: dividing strategy of the implementation
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The following strategy has been contrived. The figure  below illustrates the dividing process apply to an 
initial HC.
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Figure 20: Dividing process with an initial HC
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We start with a cube and sample new points. This step is done by the sampling process.

First iteration, first step, the point with the minimum value is wanted. It has been sampled along e1 thus the 
first splitting has to be made on along the dimension 1. Sampled points along this vector are put in a HC 
equal to the “mother” HC (iteration 1, step 1).In the second step new lengths are updated. We want to divide 
along e1 , so length along this vector is divided in third for each of three HR. As a result two HR are ready 
but the third one also need to be divided. It becomes the new mother HR for the next iteration.

In the second iteration, the same process is used a second time. The vector with the minimum length is 
identified,  sampled points along this  vector are put  in HR equal  to the mother (step 1) and lengths are 
updated for everyone (step 2).

Finally we have to split an other time the mother HR (iteration 3) and make updates in the same way. After 
that the dividing process is finished, indeed all length of the mother HR are equals to the minimum length.

This vision of the dividing process is really interesting because it involves a single process whatever the 
shape of the initial HR. Furthermore all mechanisms are based on general setting like vector number or sides 
lengths. Therefore it doesn't  only handle specificities of the three-dimensional case. This strategy can be 
directly apply in a searching of 2,3,4...10 or whatever dimensions.

In order to describe more precisely what the code have to do, a box scheme (Figure 21) has been made. It 
gives  a  representation  of  the  pseudo  algorithm  implemented  in  PressOpt.  The  older  implementation's 
elements have been re-employed like the list P1 (contains all sampled points) and P2 (contains only selected 
points). P3 is used to store temporary the mother point and all its sons. “c” stands for the mother point so
c± edmin (where =1 /3 and dmin is the number of the dimension witch hold the lowest evaluation 

value) stands for the two points sampled along the dimension dmin and HR c± edmin stands for HRs 
associated with these news points.
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This scheme starts just after the Stop collision process

The first element of the list P2 is transferred to “the working 
list”  P3  and  the  pointer  “mother”  is  initialized  to  this  
transferred HR.

News  points  are  sampled  and  corresponding  HR  are  
initialized with zero values.

The number of the dimension which hold the points with the 
lower value is searched and found. This number is stored in 
the variable call dmin.

HR associated to the two points sampled along edmin are  
equalized to the mother HR. Thus all lengths of all sides of

HR c± edmin are now equals  to  side's  lengths of  the  
mother HR.
The new length of the split dimension is updated. Thus we  
divide in third the HR's length along the dimension dmin  
and mother HR undergone the same operation.

Now HR c± edmin are done and they are transferred to 
the list P1. Mother HR remains in the list P3.

If  P3.size≠1  it  is  remained  points  to  treat.  If  the  
P3.size=1 it is mean that it is remained only the mother HR 
in  the  list  P3  so  all  news  points  have  been  treat  and  
transferred to P1 thus the mother HR has been finished to be 
split.

In this last case we transferred the mother point to P1. P3 is 
empty.

If P2 is empty,  all selected HR have been divided so the  
iteration  is  finish.  In  the  other  case  we  start  again  the  
dividing process with the first element of p2.
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Figure 21: box scheme of the pseudo 
algorithm
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Remark:

In the implementation HR's informations and point's informations are stored in a single class call “point”. To 
alleviate confusing a different type of calling have been employed in the description above.

The code work in slightly different way. Indeed from this pseudo algorithm many implementation's choices 
can be made. Here are our implementation's choices. During the sampling process an array W [dim] is 
created.  It  contains  all  minimums  evaluations  along  each  dimension.  Let
w [ i ]=min { f cei , f c− ei} be the best evaluation value between the two sampled points along 

the unit vector e i . When a dimension has not been sampled because of its lengths equals to the minimum 
length, its corresponding array's element is filled with a default value which is 1415.1415. Once it is done, an 
other array (call C[dim]) is built from the last one . This new one stores the dimension's combination for the 
dividing process i.e. dimensions numbers sorted by increasing evaluation's values. For instance, the number 
of the dimension which has the lowest value is stored in the first element, the second in the second element 
and so on. The number of dimensions which have not been sampled are not stored in it. The dimension 
which contains the current minimum evaluation value is found by scanning this array.

These choice enable to follows the pseudo algorithm and to use always the same code for all case.

This news version of the function Dividing has been successfully implemented without any changing in the 
remainder code. It provides exactly the same results in all 2D cases even with the  PressOpt software. We 
need now to test it in high dimension.
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 1. Visual version
The Banana function describes in §2.1p5 can be extend to ten (and more) dimensions.

Expression [WIKI05] : banana  X =∑
i=1

i=10

1−x i
2100 xi1−x i
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The minimum value is 0 occurred in coordinates 0,0 ,0 ,0,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 .  Banana function keeps same 
characteristics whatever the number of dimension i.e. same minimum value and only one LM which is the 
GM.

The Figure 22 displays the evolution of the minimum value along iteration. The abscissa is a logarithm scale. 
Each point corresponds to the best value occurred in the end of an iteration. The graph has a particular line 
shape. Each eleven iterations a scale of improvement occurs. Each coordinate of the first point of each scale 
are  equals  i.e.  coordinates  of  the  eleventh  point  is 0.83,0 .83.... ,0.83 ,  for  the  twenty  tow  is
1.01,1 .01 , .... ,1.01 and so forth. In the Figure 2 we can see than the valley around the minimum point 

are oriented following a straight line. We can assumed than in ten dimension the minimum valley of the 
function has the same shape. This valley should be oriented following an hyper plan.  DIRECT could try to 
improve the value by sampling on valley's wall and after 11 iterations it succeeds to sample in the bottom of 
the valley and it needs eleven more iteration to sampled a new point in the bottom of the valley nearest the 
minimum point.

We need 31 iterations and 2341 evaluations to occur value with an error less than one tenth and 33 iterations 
and 2563 evaluations to has an error of 0,004 . Finally the minimum value is reached therefore the code 
works well in a search space of 10D. Next step is to do it in the PressOpt software.
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Figure 22: evolution of the minimum value for Banana function in 10D
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 2. PressOpt Version
The results obtained by a real optimisation run with PressOpt software are explained in this chapter. Two 
experiences have been done, a first with an objective function of f obj=−1∗ProdRate and a second such 
as f obj=−1∗ProdRate0.6∗MeanAccC0,2∗MeanAccE .  An evaluation cost about 12 minutes to 
be done. For the first experience 5300 points have been calculated accordingly this run had been taken five 
weeks to be done. The second have make 4597 evaluations. The search space used involves 5,2∗1018

possibles evaluations which will be take 1,15∗1014 years to be fully calculated with the actual computer 
hardware.

 2.1. Optimisation of the production rate

The  Figure  23 displays  the  evolution  of  the  best  value  for  an  objective  function  such  as 
f obj=−1∗ProdRate . Therefore, in this run, the goal is to find the higher production rate (or, in others 

terms, to find the minimum value of the objective function). The curve is composed of all best values found 
along iterations.

The increasing of the production rate works by scale. Many points have exactly the same value because of 
the resolution of the simulation. Robcad is tuned to make a set of computation (collision detection...) each 
5ms of virtual time, consequently results accuracy is limited.

After  40  iterations  and  2051 evaluations  the  best  founded value  (production  rate  of  13.10)  is  reached. 
Between the iteration 40 and the iteration 100 no improvements are noticed. During this period the set of 
points  become  very  large  and  many  collision's  points  are  stored.  With  the  very  bad  emphasis  put  on 
collision's points the exploration is concentrated toward no collision's areas. The global exploration becomes 
worst because located on no collision points.  DIRECT is trapped to convergence toward best current point 
without the possibility to fine explored collision's areas near best areas. To improve the optimisation we need 
to implement a process able to selected interesting collision's areas.

In order to treat collision selecting problem, collision properties are now focused.
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Figure 23: Evolution of the Prod. Rate until the iteration 100
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The Figure 24 shows the evolution of the percentage of collision's points in the total set of sampling points 
until the iteration 107. The curve can be separated in two parts. An increasing part until the iteration 23 and a 
decreasing part until the iteration 107. After 23 iterations, 1067 points have been sampled of which 314 
collisions points and the best evaluation value in 12.71.

The decreasing of the number of collision points seems to be a good news in a first time. Indeed less and less 
evaluations are wast to calculate collision's points. But in fact it is a bad new. It means that collision's HRs 
are less explored.

Since the iteration 23 the set of collision's points becomes large and goods areas have been found (the best 
value is 12.71). So collision HRs suffer of theirs bad default value, HRs with medium production rate are 
prefered.  DIRECT put more emphasis on the searching to no collision HRs instead of interesting collision's 
HRs which are nearby best values.

Without any additional process to handle collision's points, the speed improvement will become very low 
which is not acceptable in regard of the time cost of one evaluation. Many strategies have been elaborated to 
counter that. They are explained in chapIVp32.
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Figure 24: Evolution of collision percentage along iterations
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Figure 25: Results optimisation Production Rate

Result case ProdRate ProdRate% MeanAccC MeanAccC% MeanAccE MeanAccE%
1 13,10 7,03 8,25 26,69 6,08 34,52
2 13,10 7,03 8,57 31,71 6,10 34,92
3 13,10 7,03 8,60 32,06 6,08 34,52
4 13,10 7,03 8,66 32,95 5,96 31,89
5 13,10 7,03 8,66 32,97 6,08 34,52
6 13,10 7,03 8,66 32,97 6,16 36,25
7 13,10 7,03 8,66 32,98 6,03 33,42
8 13,10 7,03 8,68 33,34 5,96 31,93

NM 1 13,04 6,54 7,38 13,36 6,16 36,28
9 13,04 6,56 7,87 20,87 5,91 30,77
10 13,04 6,56 8,57 31,69 5,75 27,31

NM 2 12,99 6,13 7,77 19,35 5,26 16,37
11 12,99 6,10 7,71 18,37 6,03 33,49

Basic 12,24 0,00 6,51 0,00 4,52 0,00
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The  Figure 25 shows the results obtained by  DIRECT algorithm. Only best  DIRECT results have been kept. 
“ProdRate”  means  production  rate,  “MeanAccC”  means  Mean  Acceleration  Component  (i.e.  when  the 
gripper is loaded) and “MeanAccE” means Mean Acceleration Empty. “Basic” line contains performances of 
the real production line before the optimisation. The comparison with basic value are made in percentage for 
each production goals. The two best results obtained with Nelder Mead algorithm are also displayed in order 
to make comparison with DIRECT method. Many results of DIRECT method are displayed. They have the same 
Production Rate but different MeanAccCom and MeanAccEmpty. Indeed even if the aim is to optimise the 
Production Rate we have to take care of accelerations which do not take high values. Theoretically, we can 
endlessly increase the production rate by increase robots speeds but in the same time accelerations increase 
thus the life time of robots decrease because of the usury.

The result 1 is really interesting because of its high production rate. The results 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8 are less 
attractive, indeed for a same production rate they have high accelerations values. The result 4 has a lower 
MeanAccEmpty but an higher MeanAccComp. Result 9 and 10 have an higher MeanAccComp but a lower 
MeanAccEmpty than the best Nelder Mead results. And final the result 11 has a better MeanAccComp than 
Nelder Mead 2 but a worst MeanAccEmpty. All best  DIRECT's points seem to be located in a same place 
which is different than this found by Nelder Mead..

To conclude,  DIRECT implementation succeeds to find a better  parameter setting than Nelder Mead.  The 
production rate has been increase by 7,03% or 0,86 plate/minute but accelerations have also been increased 
by roughly 30% for each one. There are a deal to do between production rate and robot's life time. A run with 
a objective function which take care of acceleration is suitable.

 2.2. Optimisation of the production rate and accelerations
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Figure 27: Evolution of the objective function value

Figure 28: Evolution of the MeanAccEmpty value

Figure 26: Evolution of the produciton rate
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Figure 29: Evolution of the MeanAccComplete value
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Figure 26 to Figure 29 display the evolution of best solutions values in each iteration. The Figure 27 has a 
quiet  similar  shape  with  the  Figure  23.  The  objective  value  undergone  a  big  improvement  during  first 
iterations  and  begin  to  stagnate  after  1000 evaluations.  It  is  earlier  than  in  the  previous  experience.  It 
highlights the incapacity of  DIRECT algorithm to explore all  the search space particularly collision areas. 
Production rate, Mean Acceleration Empty and Mean Acceleration Component improve theirs values quiet 
regularly but also by scale. Take care that axis scales are different. Scales of improvement in each figure 
occur in the same time. Indeed for each curve, we have a scale between 900 and 1800 evaluations, 1800 and 
2500 evaluations, 2500 and 3000 evaluations and finally between 3000 and 4597 evaluations. This comment 
is  really  interesting  because  it  can  lead  us  to  know if  a  new best  point  involve  in  an  other  basin  of 
convergence or not. If one of this three parameters has a very different scale value it could mean that the new 
best point found is in a new basin of convergence. Indeed the assumption than the search space has not a 
very hight Lipschitz constant is admit because of the mechanical purpose of the model. In our case, scale 
changing are low so DIRECT, since the 1000th evaluation, convergence toward a same basin of convergence.

The Figure 30 shows the collision percentage evolution for the second experience. As in the first experience, 
it can be cut in two parts, a first hight increasing part and a second low decreasing part. The high value 
occurs during the iteration 14 after 673 evaluations. In the Figure 27, the 673th evaluation correspond to the 
border point between a first great increasing part and the slow convergence part. As we previously see the 
first part exhibits a global search and the second exhibits a local search. Therefore, a parallel can be made 
with the collision curve, the percent of collision increases until that  DIRECT algorithm becomes to locally 
converge toward a minimum. This comment confirms the assumption made in the first experience comments.

This curve looks like the collision curve of the Figure 24. The maximum becomes 26.75% (180 collisions in 
673 evaluations) instead of 29.43% and the final value reachs in the iteration 66 becomes 22.47% (1048 
collisions in 4665 points) instead of 23.64% (366 collisions in 3663 evaluations).

As a result it has a relation between collision percentage an the local convergence.
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Figure 30: Evolution of collision percentage along iterations
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The Figure 31 stores all best results. Results are sorted by increasing value of objective function. DIRECT has 
not succeed to find a better result than Nelder Mead. In regard of parameter values, result case from 1 to 12 
have been found in the same place which is a different place than Nelder Mead place.

Even if the aim is to minimize the objective function we have to keep in mind than the most important 
parameter to optimise is the production rate. Therefore the Figure 32 sorts results by the decreasing value of 
theirs production rate. With this criterion, DIRECT has found a better result (result case 13). NM1 has a very 
good objective function but accelerations values are shapeless. The MeanAccC has been decreasing by 53% 
but the MeanAccE has been increasing by 95% which is not suitable for robot's life time. Result case 13 has 
a better production rate and a quiet symmetric accelerations decreasing. Indeed MeanAccC is decreased by 
32% and MeanAccE by 40%.

All DIRECT's points seem to be in a same place which is not the Nelder Mead place.
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Figure 31: Results of the objective function optimisation 

Figure 32: Results stored by decreasing  production rate

Result case ObjValue ProdRate ProdRate% MeanAccC MeanAccC% MeanAccE MeanAccE%
13 -9,55 12,71 3,86 4,37 -32,94 2,70 -40,32

NM1 -9,06 12,66 3,43 3,05 -53,15 8,84 95,58
14 -9,60 12,66 3,42 4,17 -35,96 2,77 -38,64
15 -9,74 12,61 2,98 3,97 -39,07 2,45 -45,82
16 -9,64 12,55 2,55 4,03 -38,13 2,49 -44,87
2 -9,79 12,55 2,55 3,79 -41,84 2,43 -46,22

NM2 -9,85 12,40 1,31 2,93 -54,99 3,94 -12,83
NM3 -9,68 12,35 0,90 2,91 -55,30 4,62 2,21
Basic -7,43 12,24 0,00 6,51 0,00 4,52 0,00

Result case Obj. function ProdRate ProdRate% MeanAccC MeanAccC% MeanAccE MeanAccE%
NM2 -9,85 12,40 1,31 2,93 -54,99 3,94 -12,83

1 -9,80 12,50 2,12 3,71 -43,01 2,36 -47,84
2 -9,79 12,55 2,55 3,79 -41,84 2,43 -46,22
3 -9,78 12,50 2,12 3,70 -43,14 2,48 -45,23
4 -9,78 12,45 1,70 3,67 -43,69 2,35 -48,09
5 -9,78 12,55 2,55 3,80 -41,61 2,46 -45,53
6 -9,78 12,55 2,55 3,80 -41,61 2,47 -45,37
7 -9,77 12,50 2,12 3,72 -42,85 2,47 -45,41
8 -9,76 12,50 2,12 3,77 -42,05 2,37 -47,57
9 -9,76 12,50 2,12 3,79 -41,81 2,35 -48,00
10 -9,76 12,55 2,55 3,83 -41,12 2,48 -45,12
11 -9,75 12,45 1,70 3,70 -43,23 2,38 -47,39
12 -9,75 12,55 2,55 3,82 -41,25 2,52 -44,24

NM3 -9,68 12,35 0,90 2,91 -55,30 4,62 2,21
NM1 -9,06 12,66 3,43 3,05 -53,15 8,84 95,58
Basic -7,43 12,24 0,00 6,51 0,00 4,52 0,00
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Introduction
As we see, in order to increase DIRECT performances we have to handle collision's points in finest manner. 
The actual strategy which put a high default  value has reached the bound end.  Other investigations are 
interesting. Indeed, no statistical study have been made. The database hold many thousand of evaluations 
which is enough large to enable a good statistical study. The aim of this study will be to find independent 
parameters, useful and useless parameters and identified the place and the number of basin of convergence 
thus  news  narrowest  search  space.  At  last,  many questions  have  not  already been  answered.  They are 
exposed in the third and last part of this chapter.
This part has been entirely made by the author of this report thus all assumptions, comments and strategies 
description are behind his own responsibility.

 1. Collision exploration
To developed a collision strategy results of the  PressOpt run with the parameters P4 and P8 (§4p15) have 
been kept.  To make short,  the aim of this part  is to create a process which is able to select all  suitable 
collision's points display by red (or shaded) circles in the figure below. These points are on the borderline of 
collision's set and near best areas.

In  the  last  PressOpt version,  when a  collision  occur  a  default  value  is  return.  It  is  a  very high  value 
( 1,74∗107 ) in order to put a very bad emphasis on this point. But in our case this strategy is not right 
because it penalizes to much collision points. Therefore a collision's point can be divided only if all others no 
collision's HRs which have the same measure have been already divided. But unfortunately, best areas seem 
to be close to the collision area (see  Figure 15).  So, to speed up the convergence we need to force the 
exploration of the borderline between collision's area and no collision's area. 
To make exploration of collision's areas nearby the borderline we have to choose between two mains type of 
strategy. First type of strategy consists of substitution of the default evaluation value by a more attractive 
value. Unfortunately this strategy may lead astray DIRECT method in further iterations. The idea of the second 
type of strategy is to make a separated selecting process activated each n iterations. We don't give wrong 
results to the algorithm by replacing the collision value but we substitute the common selecting process by an 
other one which selected, sampled and divided only the interesting collision's HRs. In this type of strategy 
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Figure 33: suitable collision points to select
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three different approaches have been developed : geometrical strategy, vector strategy, tree strategy.

 1.1. Evaluation value strategy

The idea of this strategy is to use the property of DIRECT method which sample all area's size in a same time. 
To increase the attractiveness of collision's HRs we can set their evaluation values from the default value to a 
quiet good value. But lot of inconvenient appear. The attractiveness of all collision's HRs are increased even 
for HRs far from the borderline. Furthermore, if the value is too much good, the dividing process could be 
oriented in a wrong way and could involves useless evaluations. Indeed if we put an attractive value in a HR, 
this  HR will  keep this  value along iterations.  So it  mays  be selected in  a further iteration even if  it  is 
surrounded of collision's HRs. Thus the set of HRs is definitively changed which may lead in a wrong way 
the  selecting  process  during  further  iteration.  Furthermore  this  strategy  is  risky,  it  mays  affected  the 
convergence of the DIRECT algorithm.
In order to minimize the risk, a “dynamic” value could be chosen like the average of all evaluations values. 
In that way we put a great emphasis on large unexplored collision territory but as long as a big HR is split a 
lot of no collision's points become better than it. This notion of “temporary” activeness is primary.

The main difficulty of this strategy is to find an appropriate value to replace the default evaluation value. A 
so good value mays affect the DIRECT convergence and a not enough good value could involves no effects on 
the selecting process. So we have a deal to do, lead by characteristics of the set of whole points. This strategy 
could be easy to do but results are not guarantees. An other safety way, but harder to make, exists : the 
second strategies type.

 1.2. Geometrical strategy 
This  second type's  strategy is  based on geometrical  methods.  It  is  the  most  evident  manner  to  manage 
suitable collision's points because of its concrete graphical representation.

In the figure above three different lines have been drawn. The first smallest line plotted stands for the top of 
the convex hull of the set of collision's HR. The second middle line links all suitable collision's points which 
are displayed for big red circle. At last the biggest one link all points which are on the skin of the collision 
set. These points are not interesting to be selected.
The Convex Hull is, unfortunately, not suitable. Indeed the set of collision points can take many shapes. If its 
borderline is convex, suitable points are in the convex hull but in others cases (like in the example above) 
only few points are selected. It is not acceptable. So we need to find an other algorithm than the Convex Hull 
algorithm.
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Figure 34:  2D view of geometrical strategy
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Our  set  of  point  is  predictable.  Indeed coordinates,  in the  normalize  search space,  keep values such as
3−k with k∈ℕ which make easier the elaboration of an selecting process. Therefore it is an interesting way 

to investigate.
The 2D selecting process describes below is inspired of the “Graham scan algorithm” [MEC01] p36/37. To 
remind, all circled red points of the Figure 33 have to be selected.

Figure 35: P4 minimum collision selecting Figure 37: P8 minimum collision selecting

Coordinates keep discreet  values thus border collision's  points can be identified thanks to a coordinates 
analysis. A point is on the border if one of its coordinate is an extrema i.e. if it is the point which has the 
bigger  or  the  lower  coordinate  value  in  comparison  of  all  collision's  points.  For  instance  with  the  last 
example, we begin to identify extrema points along the parameter P4 (stand for circle in the Figure 35), a 
first set of point is created. Then we restart the same process along the parameter P8 (Figure 37), a second set 
of points is created. Finally these two sets of points is the set of skin collision's points (stands for shaded 
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Figure 36: Final set of selecting collision point
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circle in the Figure 36). The skin is drawn by black line in the Figure 36.
Interesting collision points are in the part of the collision skin which is closed to the best areas. So, in our 
example, the borderline has to be cut in two. Indeed a part of the collision borderline follows interval's bound 
thus not interesting to be explored. For that, the convex hull algorithm can be used.

In the Figure 38 the two part of the collision's border are drawn. The interesting is drawn by the biggest line. 
The two cross stand for points wanted in order to make the splitting. These points are on the convex hull 
(drawn by dot line), more precisely they are extrema of the convex hull. Actually the first has lowest ordinate 
and abscissa and the second biggest ordinate and abscissa value. These points also mark a turning of the 
convex hull. They are bound of a convex hull face. So these informations can be used to build a process able 
to handle all cases.
Note that if the collision's set is surrounded by good production rate, all the set of collision's border points 
has to be selected.
We have to keep in mind that the process has to work in, at least, 10D. It quiet easy to elaborate a new 
process in 2D but very hard to extend it in hight dimension and especially to verify and validate it. So the 
safety way is should be to use an existing algorithm's code in a mathematical library.
A lot of mathematical C++ library exist but CGAL library [CGA01] is the most large and most used library. 
It offers competitive algorithms for geometrical applications. It has a Convex Hull algorithm extendible to 
10D. Unfortunately others interesting algorithms use to find the border of a set of point are not extendible 
over than 3D. So if we use this strategy we need to construct a process by ourself which involves lot of work 
to implement, test and debug an efficient code. It could be longest strategy.

 1.3. Vector strategy
The idea of this strategy is to used the distance between best points and collision's points as a selection 
criterion. The vector norm is really easy to calculate in 2D as in 10D. The main difficulty of this strategy is 
the definition of a basin of convergence. Indeed how to identify a basin of convergence in a set of many 
thousand of points? This question is also interesting for a search with two algorithms (please see §2.1p36).
One possible solution is to selected all points which are equal to the best found minimum within an percent 
error. But VM results show that many evaluation values are equals. For instance in the  PressOpt results 
obtain previously (§2p27) with a error of <0,3% there are 814 points but only 3 different evaluation value 
(but different coordinates). So this particularity could involve a more easy process to identify the basin of 
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Figure 38: collision skin slitting
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convergence. All points equals to the minimum value should be selected in order to identify nearest collision 
points. A collision point can be selected if its distance from a best point is low than a default distance or we 
can selected the X nearest collision's points. This second issue could be better. Indeed it doesn't involve any 
tricky setting but just a number of collision's point (call X) to select.
Some defaults appear in second solution. After a first run of this selecting process, nearest collision's HRs 
have been sampling and divided. The news collisions Hrs obtained became closer to best HRs. Therefore in a 
further process run, even if a new basin of convergence had been found with, they could be selected yet at 
the expense of big collision HRs nearby the new basin of convergence. This strategy mays also selected 
collision's HRs surrounded of collision's HRs thus not interesting to select because not on the borderline.
So, this strategy is quiet easy to built and promising but we have to take care of its performance evolution 
along iterations.

 1.4. Tree strategy
The tree storage strategy is quickly described in [DIR01] p173. It mays be the most difficult to implement 
but it could be the most interesting. The idea is to store evaluation values according a tree architecture. In 
that way coordinates and HR's measures can be reconstructed thanks to the position of the data in the tree. A 
mother HR stands for a node and rang is used to reconstruct HR's measure. A node is linked with three 
elements if it is a HR an five if it is a cube. Each time an element is split, it was written up in as a son 
element. As far as you go done in the tree as you have little HR so as the search becomes local.
It mays be the most interesting way to manage collision points. Indeed we can easily located collision point 
which are near best points. And see if the collision happen during a local search or if the collision's point has 
a big measure. In the first case, it is not interesting to divided the corresponding point because it is already 
very close to a best point. We can also use tree property to find basin of convergence by search the biggest 
HR which contains best value.
It could be the most difficult strategy to implement because it involves to implement a new dividing strategy 
and the tree architecture implementation is not a really easy thing to implemente.

 2. Other interesting investigations and comments

 2.1. Bi algorithm searching

DIRECT method has a very good behaviour on global searching but a worst in local searching. The idea is to 
use mains qualities of different algorithms during a same run in order to increase optimisation searching 
performances. In our case, Nelder Mead method has already been implemented. This algorithm has exactly 
reverses performances : it has a very good behaviour in local search. So in a first time  DIRECT algorithm 
should be used for a global search and a second time Nelder Mead for a local  search toward basins of 
convergence.
The DIRECT global search emphasis has to be increased. For that purpose, the epsilon value can be settling or 
the minimum measure can be handled for a specific process. Epsilon value which is used to stop the local 
convergence can be used to increase the emphasis put on global searching.
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The table above, shows the effect of the value of epsilon (for more explanations see [MEC01] p21) in the 
different  test  function  case.  For  each  case  we  see  the  number  of  evaluations  needed  to  convergence 
(according to the definition of convergence in §3p13). Larger is the epsilon value, higher is the weight put on 
global search.
Except for Shubert function (called SHU in the table), a value of epsilon between 0,0001 and 0,0000001 
doesn't have any effects. Shubert function is a special case. Indeed, with its 760 LM, an algorithm which 
make  global  search  obtained  better  results.  With  this  function,  most  of  the  time,  the  local  search  only 
improves LM values therefore wast evaluation values 
To make short, if epsilon is too much increased,  DIRECT could find the basin of convergence of the global 
optimum but it should brakes the local convergence toward LM. The search becomes very global, the search 
space is better sampled but the convergence is delayed.
The handling of minimum measure can also help us to put more emphasis on global search. This process is 
describe in the next chapter 3.2.
A criterion to quantify the  DIRECT global search progression is also needed to be defined in order to stop 
DIRECT search and begin Nelder Mead search.
After DIRECT search, basins of convergence have to be identified in order to start Nelder Mead method on its. 
Nelder Mead needs a search space and starting point.  To identify basins,  we can do it  “manually” with 
statistical tools or implemented a particular process. For example we can identify a restricted search space 
which are best points and take coordinates of the best point for the starting coordinates. Unfortunately, with 
this  manner we can include many basins of  convergence in the restricted search space which may lead 
Nelder Mead to converge to a LM.

 2.2. Minimum measurement

Due to integer values taken by parameters we need to convert the real value of DIRECT space. The mean care 
is to conserve the property of convergence of the DIRECT method. To translate reels values to integers values, 
the round to the closest integer have been chosen instead of truncation used by Nelder Mead. This method 
appear for the better issue but it affects the DIRECT view of search space.
More  formerly, if x−∣x∣0,5⇒ f  x=∣x∣ and if x−∣x∣0,5⇒ f  x=∣x∣1 .  An  other  question 
appears with the handling of integer value. HR's measure is limited. An HR cannot be endlessly divided. If 
the translation made to sampling news points is too small, integer parameter value are not effect and news 
sampling  points  become  equal  to  the  mother  point.  This  comment  can  also  happened  only  for  some 
parameter. It is depend on parameter interval size. If all parameter interval size are equal, the minimum 
translation is reached in the same time for all parameters.
Therefore,  after  several  iterations  DIRECT method  should  reached  minimums  HR's  lenghts  for  each 
parameters which involves no improvement by splitting this HR again. This default is not really disturbing 
because  of  the  database  scanning  before  Robcad calling.  So  no  much  time  is  wasted.  But  with  this 
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Figure 39: Evaluations required function of Epsilon value [DIR09]
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particularity,  DIRECT splitting and searching should be stop before  minimums measure  reaching.  It  may 
involves changing in selecting process and it could also help us to stop DIRECT search before it comes too 
local. Indeed DIRECT search toward a good point can be froze if its HR's measure has reached a minimum 
value. This value has to be define and fill with a suitable and judicious value. To determine it, search space 
dimension or number of possible sampling points can be taken for criterion.

 3. Statistical study of the data base
The database has been stored all evaluations values since the beginning of VM experiments. So it is enough 
large to enable a statistical study. The aim should be to identify basins of convergence in order to find news 
narrowest search spaces usable for a local optimiser like Nealder-Mead. It should also interesting to focus on 
parameter  dependence  in  order  to  see  if  it  is  possible  to  froze  some  parameters  which  will  involve  a 
decreasing of dimension number.

In  this  part,  the  example  study  focus  on  the  parameter  dependence  with  only  the  production  rate 
optimisation. Therefore best results from DIRECT are selected i.e. points with an evaluation value between 
13,01 an 12,93. This set is composed of 1349 points.

In order to study parameter's dependence, we start to study parameter correlation. According to [WIK06], 
correlation  coefficient  or  the  Paerson  coefficient  reflects  the  degree  of  linear  relationship  between two 
variables. It ranges from +1 to -1. A correlation of +1or -1 means that there is a perfect positive or negative 
linear relationship between variables. In that case, variables are correlated. A correlation of 0 means that 
there is no linear relationship between the two variables.

In other terms, this coefficient traduces how much the relation between two parameters seem to be an affine 
relation. But two parameters which have a very low Paerson coefficient could be link by an other type of 
relation, for instance exponential or logarithm. Furthermore, do not make confusion between correlation an 
dependence. Two independent parameter have a coefficient equal to zero but a correlation of zero do not 
obligatory means that the two parameters are independent. For that we need to prove that each parameter has 
a normal distribution and a bi normal distribution together.

The Figure 40 is a board which stores all Paerson coefficients apply on the ten parameters. Parameters P0 to 
P9 name DIRECT parameters taken in experiments. To see theirs corresponding real parameters please see the 
Appendix A. Three categories have been identified. The first yellow (or pale) area highlights parameters 
which have an high correlation coefficient (i.e. a coefficient near 1/-1), the green area highlights parameters 
which have a middling correlation coefficient and, finally, the shaded area highlights parameters which have 
a very low correlation coefficient. The middle line equal to 1 and the table symmetry checks OpenOffice 
formulas.

P4 is not correlated with any parameters, it is the same for the parameter P9 which has only a middling 
correlation with P0 and P7. P0 is correlated with P1, P2, P6, P7. P1 is correlated with P2, P6 and P7. P6 is 
correlated with P7. With these datas we can drawn the figure below : 
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Figure 40: Paerson coefficient

P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9
1 0,7 -0,79 0,29 0,1 -0,18 -0,72 -0,72 0,26 0,16 P0

0,7 1 -0,73 0,33 0,03 -0,24 -0,77 -0,7 0,36 0,1 P1
-0,79 -0,73 1 -0,27 0,11 0,25 0,74 0,79 -0,25 -0,06 P2
0,29 0,33 -0,27 1 0,07 -0,09 -0,37 -0,32 0,13 0 P3
0,1 0,03 0,11 0,07 1 0,02 -0,02 -0,04 0,02 0 P4
-0,18 -0,24 0,25 -0,09 0,02 1 0,3 0,23 -0,14 -0,04 P5
-0,72 -0,77 0,74 -0,37 -0,02 0,3 1 0,79 -0,32 -0,11 P6
-0,72 -0,7 0,79 -0,32 -0,04 0,23 0,79 1 -0,33 -0,12 P7
0,26 0,36 -0,25 0,13 0,02 -0,14 -0,32 -0,33 1 -0,02 P8
0,16 0,1 -0,06 0 0 -0,04 -0,11 -0,12 -0,02 1 P9
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We have to take care that an high correlation coefficient doesn't have any sense singly. Indeed, it mays have 
an other parameter which link, for instance, P0,P1,P7 and P6 together which will not imply a direct relation 
between  these  parameters.  Likewise,  as  we  see  previously,  an  low  correlation  could  not  involve  an 
independence  between  parameters.  Coefficients  of  partial  correlation  have  been  calculated  without  any 
success so with today result the Figure41 seems to be right.

For the identification of basins of convergence only best points are saved i.e. points with an evaluation of 
13,10 or 13,04. This point's set is composed of 698 points. The aim is to see if some parameters can be 
frozen to a basic value and news narrow intervals can be defined. These intervals have to contain basins of 
convergence.

The Figure 43 displays results from statistical study apply on the best set of point. Four characteristics have 
be retained, mean, variance, most frequently value and interval. Means of P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P6, P8 and P9 
are  very close  to  an integer  value.  P8 and P9 have an high variance.  P2 has  an integer  Mean but  not 
interesting to settled to this because of its quiet worst variance. A big variance means that values are spread 
around the mean. P1 can be settled because of its very low variance. P0, P3, P4 and P6 have also good 
variances.  Therefore they could be settled to theirs  integer “Mean” values which also correspond to the 
“Most frequently value”.

P5 has an high variance and a large interval so it doesn't have a great effect on the product rate. It can take 
many values without any influence on production rate. It is not interesting to optimise this value, we can also 
settled it. P5 names the speed value between the Fetch position an the Wait position. It seems to be normal 
that it doesn't have any effects on the production rate because the speed on wait and fetch position is null. 
Therefore we have a phase of acceleration, a phase of constant speed (equal to P5 value) and a deceleration 
phase. If the speed value is too high, the robot has not the time to reach it and the phase of constant speed 
disappeared. So with results of Figure 42 we can predict which speed value is the better. We need an other 
run which take care of accelerations values.

Results obtained with an other objective function are now focused. 
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Figure41: Correlation iconography

Figure 42: Parameters study with fobj=-1*ProdRate

Parameters P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9
Mean 0,92 180,99 241 215,13 262,14 73,54 118,08 117,79 40,13 103,07

Variance 0,18 0,01 0,24 0,13 0,17 3,56 0,19 0,31 0,44 0,45
Most frequently value 1 181 241 215 262 74 118 118 40 103

Interval [0,3] [180,181] [237,242] [215,218] [260,264] [66,75] [114,119] [114,119] [39,42] [100,107]

Figure 43: Parameter study with fobj=-1*ProdRate+0,6*MAC+0,2*MAE

Parameters P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9
Mean 2,16 181,66 230,1 196,23 280,91 36,74 101,34 100,19 37,04 68

Variance 2,03 0,38 0,63 8,54 1,21 0,32 7,11 76,84 0,43 4
Most Frequently Value 1 182 230 199 281 37 101 107 37 66

Interval [0,8] [180,187] [226,234] [189,203] [275,282] [33,38] [92,114] [59,114] [35,40] [65,74]
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The  Figure  43 displays  statistical  results  obtained  with  a  new  objective  function  such  as 
f obj=−1∗ProdRate0,6∗MeanAccComp0,2∗MeanAccEmpty . All points with an objective value 

between -9.8 and -9.5 have been saved. They composed a set of 998 points. But these points have been 
obtained after only 65 evaluations so less than the first experience that why variance keeps worst value. 
Parameters which have a lower variance are P1, P2, P5 and P8 but P1 and P5 have not a Mean close to an 
integer value. Therefore with these results we can make only the assumption to froze P1 and P8.

P7 has a very high variance, so it seems to have no effects on the objective function value. P7 names the 
speed between leave position and low speed position. In the previous experiment it had a quiet good variance 
of  0.31.  Therefore  if  it  has  an  effect  on  production  rate  but  not  a  great  effect  with  a  combination  of 
production rate and accelerations thus it could have no effect on mean accelerations values.

In this experience, P5 keeps value in an other interval than during the first experience. This interval mays 
worked with the previous experience. Some tests have to be made.

All these conclusions have to be accurated by additional experiences. The set of data point comes from 
DIRECT thus  some  points  are  duplicated  because  of  the  DIRECT minimum HR's  measure  reaching.  This 
particularity  leads  to  put  more  emphasis  around  point  which  have  undergone  a  DIRECT local  search. 
Additional experiment are needed to determine if it is a good or a bad thing.
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 V. Conclusion
A new version of DIRECT code has been made. This version works in 2 dimensions as in 14 dimensions (or 
more). Tests carried out  prove that this code works properly. Indeed its performances are really closed to 
results from the original publication. Moreover DIRECT succeeds to find GM of tricky functions like Shubert 
function or banana function in ten dimension.  DIRECT's characteristics have been highlighted.  DIRECT has a 
very good behaviour in global searching but exhibits a slow convergence in local search.

Fair results are obtained in the Virtual Manufacturing system running. A first two dimensional optimisation 
has been made. DIRECT has not find better results than the screening method but this experience exhibits the 
difficulty for  DIRECT method to explored collision's HRs. Indeed an high default value is put as a collision 
evaluation  but  this  technique  penalizes  too  much  collision's  HRs  which  are  near  promising  areas.  The 
optimisation of ten parameters with the production rate as the production goal is a success. A new set of 
parameter has been found, it allows a production rate of 13.10 plate/minute then an increasing of 7.03% of 
the  basic  production  rate.  An  other  run  with  an  objective  function  such  as

f obj=−1∗PR0.6∗MeanAccComp0.2∗MeanAccEmpty produces fine results. The objective value 
reached is not as low as Nelder Mead best results but it involves more interesting characteristics. It has a 
better  production rate of  12.71 plate/minute with an acceleration increasing of only 35%. Unfortunately 
DIRECT method cost too much evaluations in comparison of Nelder Mead method. Nelder Mead converge 
quickly toward a minimum but it is not assured that it is the global minimum.

These results also exhibit the difficulties for  DIRECT method to find better value after a large number of 
iterations. Indeed collision's HRs, which become numerous, are not further explored. So to hope to find 
better  values  DIRECT method need to  be improved thanks a separated selecting process  able  to selected 
interesting  collision's  HRs.  Many different  strategies  have  been  elaborated  and  explained  but  the  more 
interesting one, but could be the more difficult, is the tree architecture strategy. The more easy to implement 
is the vector strategy. It mays give quiet goods results so it could be interesting too implement it in a first 
time.

The database which store all evaluations becomes really large so it can enable to make a statistical study in 
order to find basins of convergence and parameter dependence. The basin of convergence searching is also 
interesting in the view of a bi algorithm searching. DIRECT may be used to make a global survey of the search 
space and, thanks to its results, basins of convergence could be identified and Nelder Mead start on them for 
local searching.

This project has been successfully fulfilled. The DIRECT code works well and give promising results. Now, 
some improvements have to be made to hope find better results.

This project was really interesting and  rewarding. Indeed I was completely autonomous because no works 
have been made on it before. All this project has been mostly build from the original  DIRECT publication. 
Finally I want to thanks the Virtual Manufacturing department of the University West for its welcoming and 
specially Fredrick Danielsson and Bo Svenson for theirs help and support.
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 . Appendix A
Description of virtual manufacturing hardware and software

All the SDSP architecture description has been already made in the part I [MEC01]. This appendix focus of 
press-line components and parameters definitions.

As we have seen in the part I, the VM system works exactly in the same way than the real production line. 
The production line has just been replaced by a Robcad model.

In the picture above we can see the Virtual Manufacturing room. The three control panels are identical than 
in the real production line. At each panel control one couple press/robot. Behind them, there are screens of 
each ICS simulation. The screen in the left is used for the optimisation. Robcad model is displayed on the 
wall thanks to two projectors. Indeed there is no computer screen able to display all the production line. The 
server which handle all components thinks to the SDSP architecture is in an another cool air room.
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Figure 44: University West facilities

Figure 45: Robcad model
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The picture above shows the Robcad model. The middle press is the one that we want to optimise. The term 
“one press” include the two feeder/unloader robots. As we see in the first report, to optimise one press we 
need to model the previous press and the next press.

Finally fourteen robot's parameters have to be optimised. Feeder/extractor robots have two degrees of liberty. 
As we see in the first part,  the path doesn't  undergone any changes. It has been settled in control code. 
Parameter's adjusting affect speed, acceleration, waited positions but the path remains equal.

A feeder/unloader robot is a two axis robot, it can move horizontally and vertically. It catchs plates thanks to 
a vacuums. This technique solution has been chosen to not damaged plates but it involves an acceleration 
limitation. Indeed with an high acceleration plates slip away. The intermediate station is used to stock a plate 
and to oriented it toward the good direction.
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The press line is ready to start a new run when each robot are in “Wait” position with a plate in each gripper. 
The first press is full but the two others are empty. In that way all press line components are synchronised so 
ready to work. So in a first time the robot in the Figure 47 goes to full the press and the intermediate station. 
When the left press has done his stroke, the robots start to move to the left, goes down and catch the plate in 
the press (with the left gripper) and the plate in the intermediate station (with the right gripper). It goes up 
and moves to the right and goes down until it reaches the good position to put plates in the right press and in 
the intermediate station and so forth.

The picture of the panel above is used by operator to know all parameter values. The ellipsoid is used to 
describe robot path. All position values are in degrees and speeds in percent of the maximum speed.
1 : parameters visualisation
2 : parameters values, speed and acceleration parameters
3 : current position
4 : position parameters
5 :  secure bounds
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Figure 47: Main windows of panel control

Figure 48: Path control of panel control
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The board below summarises correspondence between parameter name in  DIRECT experiences, parameter 
name used by PressOpt software and theirs true name in the real production line.

DIRECT parameter 
number

PressOpt parameter 
number

Definition

P0 P0 Rel Loader start

P1 P2 Rel Press start

P2 P4 Rel Unloader start

P3 P7 Position Low speed

P4 P8 Home position

P5 P9 Speed Fetch Wait

P6 P10 Speed Wait Leave

P7 P11 Speed Leave Low Speed

P8 P12 Speed Low Speed Home

P9 P13 Speed Home Fetch

As  we  saw in the  Figure  48 Robot's  path is  symbolised  by an  ellipse.  The  picture  below shows more 
accurately parameters position.

In the robots path has been cut in five parts thanks to five characteristics positions : “Fetch” position, “Wait” 
position, “Leave” position, “Low Speed” position and “Home” position. “Fetch” position call the position 
where the robot fetch plated form the “Press 1” and the intermediate station. “Wait” position is the position 
where the robot wait if the “Press 2” is not ready. “Leave” position is the position where the robot leave 
plates. “Home” position is the position where the robot wait if the press before has not finish its stroke, in 
other terms, if the press before is not already upper than the “Unloader start” position. “Low Speed” position 
is the position which cut in two the “Leave-Home” path. It uses to define two path parts with different speed. 
The speed between “Low speed” and “Home” is interesting to set because a lower speed in this part mays 
enable to not stop the robot in the Home position if the press before has not yet finished its stroke. “Loader 
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Figure 49: Parameter representation
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start” position is used to say to the “Press 1” loader robot if it can load the press. The robot between the 
“Press 1” and the “Press 2” undergone the same thing by the unloader robot of “Press 2”. Finally “Press 
start” position is used to say to the “Press 2” if it is loaded, in others terms, if it can started its stroke.
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